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and it should be a feast of high-powered consumer electronics, home theater systems, dental equipment, medical supplies, and just about anything else that can be either rented, bought, or swallowed with a few drinks at an afterparty. this year's show will probably represent a quantum leap in manufacturing
and technology. a host of new products promise to extend health care to the homes of people who never imagined their first home computer in a place with an e-mail address. e-commerce is expanding, too. last year, industry analysts expect vendors to show off more than 70,000 items - some 4,500 more
than from the year before. this time around, consumers are expected to throw caution to the wind when they push through the door to raid the bins of geegaws, gadgets, and doo-dads at big-box retailer best buy. some 15 percent of them are expected to spend as much as $1,000 shopping for high-priced

items. that's double the number last year. at the consumer electronics show, anyone can buy anything. but in the scramble to nab the next corporate acquisition, it's not always easy to know what you're buying. to help consumers navigate the potentially confusing universe of home electronics, the consumer
electronics association, a trade organization, will offer its first consumer electronics show guide. it'll include side-by-side comparisons of screen sizes, sound and video capabilities, and a guide to best use. the guide is available on the cea's web site, www.ceasa.org. it doesn't include prices. according to clifford
nass, a professor of communication and marketing at stanford university, consumers are looking for a new kind of guide. when they buy a new gadget, they often don't know how to use it. and as more advertising comes to be more visual, more cinematographic, consumers are more passive. many people just

end up letting the product serve them. the web is ''a lousy place to buy'' consumer goods, he says.
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nass estimates that by the year 2020, one out of every six people will be a digital native, or ''younger.'' they'll have a broader awareness of brands, a wider opportunity to interact with companies, and a more sophisticated taste in media, he says. they'll be more likely to splash out on a new model of home
theater system than an older crowd. they'll also be less likely to be influenced by tv and radio ads. they're more likely to use home computers than the old-line purchasers. but as the digital natives age, they may be less likely to buy a computer or set-top box. ''it's not the established category you would

think,'' he says. they're buying from apple and microsoft, not from the guy with the most familiar brand name on the rack. to reach them, nass advises more direct marketing. don't rely on buzz words - there's more to technology and entertainment than flat-screen tvs. focus on content, and offer the best in
categories like e-books, digital music, digital photography. here's a short demo of human: fall flat 's construction phase. in this episode, we see the progression of the game from a flat world from the ground floor to the upper stories. we can also see the early stages of the front of the building. all of this was
constructed using blocks from the game itself, twitter user hugh dubrook, and videos from soledadbueno. here's a short demo of human: fall flat 's construction phase. in this episode, we see the progression of the game from a flat world from the ground floor to the upper stories. we can also see the early

stages of the front of the building. 5ec8ef588b
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